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Alzheimer's disease (AD) disrupts selectively and progressively (increasing with severity) functional connec-
tivity of intrinsic brain networks (IBNs), most prominent in the default mode network. Given that IBNs' func-
tional connectivity depends on structural connectivity, we hypothesize for our study selective and
progressive changes of IBN based structural connectivity in AD. To achieve strong statistical evidence, we in-
troduce a novel statistical method based on the edge frequency distributions of structural connectivity net-
works. Such non-Gaussian distributions are compared in a multiple testing scheme, combining a flexible
nonparametric test statistic with permutation based strong control of the family wise error rate. We assessed
26 healthy elderly, 23 patients with AD-dementia, and 28 patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) by
resting-state functional MRI, diffusion tensor imaging, and clinical–neuropsychological testing including
annual follow-up assessment. After 3 years, 50% of the patients with MCI converted to AD. Tractography of
diffusion tensor data identifies structural connectivity networks between regions of IBNs, which are detected
by an independent component analysis of resting state fMRI data. We find that IBNs' structural connectivity is
selectively and progressively disrupted with primary changes in the default mode network. Correspondent
results are found for IBNs' functional connectivity. In addition, structural connectivity across the nodes of
all IBNs separated individual MCI patients converting to AD from non-converters. Conclusively, our study
provides a new approach to analyze connectivity networks by their non-Gaussian edge frequency distribu-
tions and achieves strong statistical evidence by application of the family wise error rate. Data analysis pro-
vides selective and progressive disruptions of IBN's structural connectivity in AD and demonstrates the
increased power of our method compared to recent studies.

© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the most frequent neurodegenerative
disease that causes more than 60% of age-related dementia (Blennow
et al., 2006). Brain changes associated with AD are widespread, they
concern different spatial levels andmodalities, and they proceed in spe-
cific temporospatial pattern (e.g. Bateman et al., 2012; Ewers et al.,
2011). For example amyloid plaques, which are essential for AD pathol-
ogy (Blennow et al., 2006), start very early in asymptomatic stages of
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the disease at neocortical sites and spread out across the whole brain,
while neurofibrillary tangles and cell loss start later, mostly in the ento-
rhinal cortex and hippocampus accompanied by first cognitive symp-
toms (Braak and Braak, 1991). To understand AD's pathogenesis, it is
important to understand how these different types of changes propa-
gate and relate among each other. The current study contributes to
that kind of question by focusing on large-scale brain connectivity.

A very consistent finding in AD is the selective and progressive
(increasing with severity) disruption of functional connectivity of
intrinsic brain networks (IBNs) (Agosta et al., 2012; Greicius et al.,
2004; Sorg et al., 2007, 2009). IBNs are characterized by synchronous
ongoing brain activity and constitute a basic form of large-scale brain
organization (Fox and Raichle, 2007; Smith et al., 2009). In AD func-
tional connectivity changes of IBN start before the first cognitive
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symptoms are present, they primarily concern the default mode net-
work (DN) and they are associated with the spatial distribution
of amyloid plaques, indicating their association with AD's critical
pathology (Drzezga et al., 2011; Mormino et al., 2011; Sperling
et al., 2009). Since functional connectivity of ongoing brain activity
depends on fiber-based structural connectivity (Greicius et al.,
2009; Hagmann et al., 2008; van den Heuvel et al., 2009), the ques-
tion arises whether functional connectivity disruptions of IBNs reflect
at least partly structural connectivity disruptions of IBNs in AD. Pre-
vious diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studies in patients with AD
dementia or mild cognitive impairment MCI (MCI, a risk-state for
AD (Gauthier et al., 2006)) demonstrate widely distributed and pro-
gressive changes of white matter fibers (e.g. Bozzali et al., 2011;
Fellgiebel et al., 2005; Lo et al., 2010; Stahl et al., 2007; for review
Sexton et al., 2011); these changes have a biomarker potential
(Deppe et al., 2007; Duning et al., 2009; Shao et al., 2012), and, impor-
tantly, they overlap with structural connections of several IBNs
(Hagmann et al., 2008). These findings suggest that disrupted struc-
tural connectivity is associated with disrupted functional connectivity
of IBNs in AD. However, explicit evidence for disrupted structural con-
nectivity of IBNs in AD beyond simple spatial overlap is still missing.
In particular, it is unknown how structural connectivity disruptions
are distributed (selectivity) across IBNs and proceed (progression) in
the transition from healthy control to MCI and AD, and whether they
correspond with changes of functional connectivity in IBNs.

To be able to get such evidence, we performed a multimodal imag-
ing approach (including resting-state functional MRI (rs-fMRI) and
DTI) to detect IBNs and their structural connectivity networks. To
get strong statistical evidence for the results of our data analysis, a
novel method – which might be of general interest for the analysis
of brain networks – is applied: To identify changes of structural con-
nectivity within a given IBN the connectivity strengths (or weighted
edges) of the corresponding structural network are collected in a
univariate sample. Such samples define frequency distributions,
which are subsequently used for comparison across subjects (group–
group and subject–group comparisons are performed). To account for
these highly skewed and multimodal univariate distributions, novel
procedures of nonparametric statistics are necessary; we used a statis-
tic proposed by Brunner and Munzel (2000, 2002). To achieve strong
evidence for this statistic, adjusted P-values controlling the “family
wise error rate in the strong sense” were calculated according to a
recent method by Westfall and Troendle (2008).

The following hypotheses were addressed in our statistical tests:
(i) AD disrupts selectively and progressively structural connectivity
of IBNs, primarily that of the DN. (ii) For IBNs, disrupted structural
connectivity corresponds with disrupted functional connectivity.
(iii) Structural connectivity reductions of IBNs indicate AD at single
subject level in already pre-dementia stages of the disease.

Only few studies on connectivity in Alzheimer use the multimodal
coupling of rs-fMRI and DTI (Soldner et al., 2012; Wee et al., 2012;
Zhou et al., 2008). Soldner et al. apply a “Region-of-interest (ROI)
Table 1
Demographical and neuropsychological data of patients and healthy controls.

Group HC
(n = 26)

AD
(n = 23)

Gender
Female 16 10
Male 10 13

Age 65.5 ± 7.8 69.7 ± 8.1
Years of education 12.4 ± 2.3 11.9 ± 3.2
CDR-SB 0.2 ± 0.53 5.7 ± 1.9
MMSE score 29.5 ± 0.8 22.3 ± 3.9
Delayed recall (CERAD) 8.5 ± 2.2 1.3 ± 1.8

HC: healthy controls; AD: Alzheimer's disease; MCI: mild cognitive impairment; CDR-SB:
CERAD: Consortium to Establish Registry for AD; P: P-values concerning only group compa
(gender) and ANOVA (age, education, CDR-SB, MMSE, delayed recall).
analysis” to study modifications in connectivity in Alzheimer. ROIs
in white matter and in the neighboring cortex are defined manually
to indicate changes of structural and functional connectivity; after
Bonferroni correction significant changes of structural connectivity
between healthy control and AD could be detected in posterior cingu-
late fibers of the left hemisphere, functional connectivity was not
significantly changed. Wee et al. merge whole brain functional
(rs-fMRI) and structural (DTI) connectivity networks by “Support Vector
Machines” to achieve improved classification performance for MCI or
early-AD identification; they show that multimodality improves the
classification accuracy compared to the use of the single modalities.
Zhou et al. focused on theDN's connectivity. In a smaller group of patients
they found (on the basis of unadjusted P-values) reduced structural
connectivity of the hippocampus and posterior cingulate cortex into the
whole brain, both areas are DN hubs and are also covered in our
essentially enlarged study. P-values for changes of functional connectivity
in patients with AD dementia are not given.

Materials and methods

Subjects

23 patients with mild AD dementia (69.7 years ± 8.1, 10 females),
28 patients with MCI (69.5 ± 7.1, 14 females) and 26 healthy controls
(HC; 65.5 ± 7.8, 16 females) participate in this study (Table 1). All
participants provided informed consent in accordance with the
Human Research Committee guidelines of the Klinikum Rechts der
Isar, Technische Universität, München. Patients were recruited from
the Memory Clinic of the Department of Psychiatry, healthy controls
by word-of-mouth advertising. Examination of every participant
included medical history, neurological examination, neuropsycho-
logical assessment (Consortium to establish a registry for AD, CERAD
(Morris et al., 1989)), structural MRI, and informant interview (Clinical
Dementia Rating, CDR (Morris, 1993)) as well as only for patient blood
tests. Patients with mild AD fulfill criteria for dementia (CDR global
score = 1) and the NINCDS–ADRDA criteria for AD (McKhann et al.,
1984). Patients with MCI met criteria for MCI including reported and
neuropsychologically assessed cognitive impairments, largely intact
activities of daily living, and excluded dementia (CDR = 0.5)
(Gauthier et al., 2006). For these MCI patients, potential conversion to
AD dementia was evaluated by annual follow-up clinical assessments
over 3 years after baseline including medical history, neurological
examination, informant interview (CDR), and neuropsychological
assessment (CERAD) (MCI-c — MCI-converter, MCI-nc — MCI-non-
converter). Three patients converted to AD after one year (cases 21,
27, 35 of Fig. 5/B), 5 after 2 (cases 4, 7, 12, 17, 30 of Fig. 5/B), and
5 after 3 (cases 2, 6, 9, 11, 34 of Fig. 5/B). Exclusion criteria for
entry into the study were other neurological, psychiatric, or systemic
diseases (e.g., stroke, depression, alcoholism) or clinically remarkable
MRI (e.g., stroke lesions) potentially related to cognitive impairment.
9/7/5/11 patients with mild AD/MCI-c/MCI-nc/controls were treated
MCI
(n = 28)

MCI-c
(n = 13)

MCI-nc
(n = 15)

P

14 6 8 0.21
14 7 7
69.5 ± 7.1 72.0 ± 7.0 67.4 ± 6.9 0.42
12.0 ± 3.0 11.8 ± 2.9 12.1 ± 3.0 0.23
2.9 ± 1.3 3.0 ± 1.4 2.9 ± 1.4 b0.01
26.7 ± 1.9 26.3 ± 2.3 27.0 ± 1.8 b0.01
3.0 ± 1.3 2.4 ± 1.5 3.6 ± 1.5 b0.01

Clinical Dementia Rating Sum-of-the-Boxes; MMSE: Mini-Mental-State-Examination;
risons across HC, mild AD, and MCI; for statistical evaluation of group comparison: χ2
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for hypertension (beta-blockers, ACE-inhibitors, calcium channel
blockers), 5/4/6/10 for hypercholesterolemia (statins). 3/2/0/0 individ-
uals had diabetes mellitus, 4/3/2/0 receive antidepressant medication
(mirtazapine, escitalopram, fluoxetine), and all patients with mild
AD received cholinesterase inhibitors. Controlswere free of any psycho-
tropic medication.

Data acquisition

Using 3 T-MRI scanner (Achieva, Philips), we acquired diffusion
weighted images (DWIs) for pulsed gradient spin-echo echo planar
imaging sequence with a parallel imaging (SENSE) factor of 2.5, TE =
60 ms, and TR = 6516 ms. Images were acquired for 112 × 112matrix
size per slice and subsequently reconstructed for a 128 × 128 matrix
size, with a resolution of 1.75 mm in plane and a slice thickness
of 2 mm. A total of 60 contiguous slices was acquired to give complete
brain coverage containing 128 × 128 × 60 voxels with size 1.75 ×
1.75 × 2 mm3. Diffusion gradients were applied in 15 non-collinear
directionswith b = 800 s/mm2. B0 imagewithout diffusionweighting,
b = 0 s/mm2, was additionally acquired. For co-registration, T1-
weighted anatomical data were obtained by using a magnetization-
prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo sequence (TE = 4 ms, TR =
9 ms, TI = 100 ms, flip angle = 5°, FoV =240 × 240 mm2, matrix =
240 × 240, 170 slices, voxel size =1 × 1 × 1 mm3). Rs-fMRI data were
collected using a gradient echo EPI sequence (TE = 35 ms, TR =
2000 ms, flip angle = 82°, FoV = 220 × 220 mm2, matrix = 80 × 80,
32 slices, slice thickness = 4 mm, and 0 mm interslice gap; 10 min of
scanning resulted in 300 images).

Resting state-fMRI data analysis: IBNs and definition of gray matter ROIs
for structural connectivity

Preprocessing and independent component analysis
To define IBNs, we applied canonical independent component

analysis (ICA) to rs-fMRI data. For each participant the first three
volumes of rs-fMRI-session were discarded due to magnetization ef-
fects. SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London)
was used for motion correction, spatial normalization into the stereo-
tactic space of the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) and spatial
smoothing with an 8 × 8 × 8 mm Gaussian kernel. Subsequently,
data were decomposed by an ICA approach (e.g. Sorg et al., 2007).
More specifically, preprocessed data of all subjects were decomposed
into 41 spatial independent components within a group-ICA frame-
work (Calhoun et al., 2001), which is based on the infomax-
algorithm and implemented in the GIFT-software (http://icatb.
sourceforge.net). Dimensionality estimation was performed by using
the minimum description length criteria and resulted in the 41 com-
ponents representing the mean of all individual estimates. Before
volumes were entered into ICA analysis, voxel-wise z-transformation
on time course data yijk(t) was applied by subtracting the mean byijk>
and dividing by the standard deviation σijk (ŷijk(t) = (yijk(t) −
b yijk>) / σijk), (t time, i,j,k directions in space). The sensitivity of
the multivariate ICA algorithm for correlation of variance between
voxels, i.e. functional connectivity, was thereby rendered independent
of the original BOLD signal magnitude across subjects. Data were
concatenated and reduced by two-step principal component analysis
(PCA), followed by independent component estimation with the
infomax-algorithm. This resulted in a set of average group components,
which were then back reconstructed into single subject space. Each
back-reconstructed component consisted of a spatial z-map reflecting
component's functional connectivity pattern across space and an associ-
ated time course reflecting component's activity across time. Before we
entered the individual's spatial maps into second-level statistics we
reintegrated the initially calculated scaling factor σijk into the data
by voxel-wise multiplication in order to preserve each individual's
profile of variance magnitude while leaving the normalized time
course component unchanged. Only spatial z-maps were used for fur-
ther analysis.

IBNs of interest
Independent components reflecting IBNs of interest were identi-

fied by visual inspection of two independent raters (A.W., C.S.). IBNs
of interest were the anterior and posterior DN (aDN, pDN), dorsal
and ventral attention networks (dAN, vAN), and the left and right
lateralized executive control networks (lEN, rEN), which all include
brain regions consistently affected by AD (e.g. Buckner et al., 2009;
Drzezga et al., 2011; Sorg et al., 2009). To control for AD's selective
effects, primary sensorimotor (SMN) and visual networks (VN),
which are usually not affected by early AD, were also included.

Statistical evaluation
To evaluate the spatial consistency of IBNs, we calculated voxel-

wise one-sample t-tests on participants' reconstructed spatial maps
across all subjects for each IBN. The resulting statistical parametric
maps (SPM) were thresholded and corrected for multiple testing
(P b 0.05, FDR (false discovery rate) corrected). We then examined
group differences for spatial maps of intrinsic functional connectivity
for each IBN. Individual maps were entered into voxel-wise analysis
of variance (ANOVA) and a conjunction map of the one-sample
t-test image (P b 0.001 uncorrected) was applied as a mask to the
analysis. Post-hoc two-sample t-tests were used to evaluate direction
of changes. All resulting SPMs were thresholded and corrected for
multiple testing (P b 0.05, FDR).

Defining IBN-ROIs for structural analysis
Peak coordinates of significant clusters of one-sample t-tests were

used to define critical voxels in IBNs. These voxels were used as
ROI-centers (spherical shape with radius = 9 mm) for the structural
connectivity analysis. Due to its relevance for AD (Sorg et al., 2009),
we further included the left and right anterior and posterior hippo-
campus defined by the Anatomy Toolbox (Wellcome Department
of Cognitive Neurology, London) in SPM and converted them to corre-
spondent ROIs using MarsBaR (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net).

Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analysis
To evaluate potential effects of atrophy on IBN functional connectivity

changes, additional VBM of T1-weighted MRI data was performed.
As described recently (Sorg et al., 2013), we used the VBM8 toolbox
(http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm.html) to analyze brain structure.
T1-weighted images were corrected for bias-field inhomogeneity,
registered using linear (12-parameter affine) and nonlinear transforma-
tions, and tissue-classified into gray matter (GM), white matter, and
cerebro-spinal fluid within the same generative model. The resulting
GM images were modulated to account for volume changes resulting
from the normalization process. Here, we only considered non-linear
volume changes so that further analyses did not have to account for
differences in head size. Finally images were smoothed with a Gaussian
kernel of 8 mm (FWHM). For group comparisons, voxel-wise ANOVA
was performed (P b 0.05 FWE corrected).

DTI data analysis: post-processing and construction of structural
connectivity matrices

Post-processing
Noise in DWIs was reduced by edge preserving spatial filtering.

A chain of nonlinear Gaussian filters was applied to every weighted
and b = 0 image (Hahn et al., 2010). Distortions in DWIs due to
eddy-currents and head movement were corrected by affine registra-
tion to the b = 0 image using FSL-software (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl).
The standard diffusion tensor model with six independent components
was then fitted to the corrected DWIs for each voxel by the following
procedure: First, logarithmic linear least squares estimation (LLS)

http://icatb.sourceforge.net
http://icatb.sourceforge.net
http://marsbar.sourceforge.net
http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm.html
http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl
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based on the Stejskal–Tanner equations (Basser and Jones, 2002) was
applied. These estimated tensors were then used as seed points in a
second estimation to improve positive definiteness of the tensors. For
this purpose, a penalized nonlinear least squares estimation (PNLS)
was performed, where the Sylvester condition for the tensor D was
used in the penalty term. Formally PNLS is given by

min
D

(
1
15

X15
i¼1

Si=S0−e−b gi Dj jgih i� �
2

þk � min d1;0ð Þ2 þmin det D1½ �;0ð Þ2 þmin det D½ �;0ð Þ2
n o)

for k >> 1;D1 ¼ d1 d4
d4 d2

� �
;D ¼

d1 d4 d5
d4 d2 d6
d5 d6 d3

2
4

3
5; Si are the DWIs;

S0 the b ¼ 0 image; gij ithe gradients and b diffusion weighting:

PNLS is conceptually equivalent to the constrained nonlinear least
squares estimation (CNLS) proposed by Koay et al. (2006), but differs
numerically, as for non-positive definite seed tensors an approximate
(modified) Cholesky decomposition is not necessary; the price to pay
is that for PNLS a global minimizer must be used. This numerical tech-
nique was introduced, in detail described and validated for the
two-tensor model in Hahn et al. (2013), but it is equally applicable
to standard model estimations. For validation, Monte Carlo simula-
tions with the same model parameters as applied for Figs. 5/6 in
Koay et al. (2006) were performed; our results are given in Table 2
and show clearly an improvement for the mean squared errors of
FA and for the TRACE values. In addition, the fraction of converters
to positive tensors (achieved by PNLS) against tensors with negative
eigenvalues (achieved by LLS alone) is given.

For each subject the IBN-ROIs were mapped from MNI space to
individual's b = 0 image of DWI-space by affine transformations.
Transformations were based on registration of individual T1 images
to the ICBM152 T1 template (http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca) and the
co-registration of individual T1 images and b = 0 images. The ROIs
were then reduced to volumes without cerebral spinal fluid and
with FA ≤ 0.1 indicating gray matter. Finally, voxel size of DTI space
was reduced to isotropic 1 mm3 voxels applying Log-Euclidian inter-
polation (Arsigny et al., 2006) or, in regions where positive definite-
ness of the tensors could not be achieved, by trilinear interpolation
(Hill and Batchelor, 2001).

Tractography and connectivity strength
To calculate the structural connectivity between any pair of gray

matter ROIs for each subject, we applied the deterministic tracking
Table 2
Testing the tensor fitting method PNLS by Monte Carlo simulations.

MSE FA MSE TRACE RATIO CONV/NEG

SNR0 = 5 1.35 ∗ 10−4 7 ∗ 10−9 LLS
FAmodel = 0.962 1.7 ∗ 10−5 7 ∗ 10−8 3358/3415 PNLS

SNR0 = 10 2 ∗ 10−5 2 ∗ 10−9 LLS
FAmodel = 0.962 9 ∗ 10−6 3 ∗ 10−8 1559/1562 PNLS

SNR0 = 20 3.9 ∗ 10−6 5 ∗ 10−10 LLS
FAmodel = 0.962 3.5 ∗ 10−6 5 ∗ 10−9 205/205 PNLS

SNR0 = 5 3.1 ∗ 10−4 7 ∗ 10−9 LLS
FAmodel = 0.864 1.5 ∗ 10−4 2 ∗ 10−8 911/913 PNLS

SNR0 = 10 4 ∗ 10−5 2 ∗ 10−9 LLS
FAmodel = 0.864 3.9 ∗ 10−5 2 ∗ 10−9 36/36 PNLS

SNR0 = 20 7 ∗ 10−6 10−10 LLS
FAmodel = 0.864 7 ∗ 10−6 10−10 0/0 PNLS

MSE: mean squared error; NEG: number of negative eigenvalues λ3 (smallest eigenvalue)
after application of LLS (10,000 simulated tensors); CONV: number of converted positive
λ3 after application of PNLS (starting point from LLS); model parameters from Koay
et al. (2006).
method TEND (Lazar et al., 2003) with a fixed step length of
0.5 mm. TEND uses the whole tensor for the propagation of tracks
and is less sensitive to artifacts than e.g. the Streamline method.
From every interpolated white matter voxel with FA > 0.1 randomly
100 seed points were chosen following the brute force method. From
these seed points for both orientations of the principal diffusion a
fiber track was calculated, summing up for the whole brain to ~108

fibers. The propagation of a fiber was stopped for one of three condi-
tions: 1) The angle between consecutive path segments is above 30°;
2) the fiber enters gray matter (FA b 0.1); and 3) the fiber enters CSF
(MD > 0.002 mm2/s). Fibers were discarded completely if their
length was beyond a cut-off Δ =25 cm (approximating the maxi-
mum length of cortico-cortical fibers). In Fig. 2 examples for TEND
tractography are presented. Panel A) gives an axial view of corpus
callosum fibers (from a control subject) for few selected seed points
chosen along the red line, panel B) presents the corresponding
sagittal view. Panel C) shows the sagittal view of fibers calculated
with brute force seeding restricted to a 3D volume; the volume is
schematically indicated in panel B) by the red rectangle and has an
axial thickness of 4 mm; in every WM voxel (size 1 mm3) within
this seed volume two fibers were started at random positions; please
note the high density of fibers indicating connectivity between the
two cerebral hemispheres (to keep the figure transparent, fibers
below the seed volume were discarded). The fibers of panel C) are
only a subset of the corpus callosum fibers involved in our study, as
the actual corpus callosum seed volume covers the whole corpus
callosum and within every such WM voxel 100 tracks are started.

A relative connectivity strength cAB between two ROIs A and B was
defined by

cAB ¼ 2XnA

j¼1

1=lj þ
XnB

k¼1

1=lk

XnAB

i¼1

1=li; cAB∈ 0;1½ �;

where nAB, nA and nB are the numbers of all calculated fibers
connecting A and B, or entering A or B; lm is the length of fiber m.
The measure cAB reflects the connection probability for ROIs A and B
(i.e. the probability that fibers connect the ROIs A and B). It includes
a correction of a bias caused by the length of fibers (first introduced
by Hagmann et al. (2008) to prevent multiple counting of fibers).

The quantities
XnAB

i¼1

1=li,
XnA

j¼1

1=lj and
XnB

k¼1

1=lk are proportional to the

number of connecting or entering fibers after bias correction. This
bias is a consequence of brute force seeding and must be corrected
for the following reason: Increasing e.g. the length of the fibers
between two ROIs A and B (stretching the axons), increases the
number of seed points along these fibers and consequently the
number of connecting fibers, though connectivity should remain
unchanged.

Since there is no general agreement about a “best” measure of
connectivity strength, we controlled the dependence of our results
on the applied connectivity measure by using a different measure
called connection density (Hagmann et al., 2008). Connection density
is defined by

cAB ¼ 2
F Aþ F B

XnAB

i¼1

1=li;

where F_A and F_B are the sizes of that part of the ROI-surfaces which
separate gray and white matter.

Connectivity matrices: TSBN and SIBN
In Fig. 3/A a spatial scheme of all pairwise connections in the brain

between the gray matter ROIs of the 8 IBNs and of the hippocampus is

http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca
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presented, see Table 3 for a decoding of the 45 ROI numbers. Such a
scheme visualizes a TSBN (i.e. total structural brain network), which is
formally a symmetric weighted network with all n = 45 ROIs (or
nodes) considered and cAB as the edges (Stam and Reijneveld, 2007);
see Figs. 3/B–D for examples of connectivity matrices representing
TSBNs numerically of a healthy, a MCI converter (MCI-c 21, see
Figs. 5/B) and an AD dementia person. For better visualization of
the weak connections log10(cAB) is shown as edges, the n ∗ (n − 1)/2
edges in the triangle above the matrix-diagonal (cAA = 0) represent
the information of all pairwise connection strengths of a TSBN, as con-
nectivity matrices are symmetric (cAB = cBA).

To construct the structural connectivity network SIBN (i.e. structural
intrinsic brain network) of a given IBN, the ROIs are taken from one IBN
only, mapping thus an IBN to a corresponding SIBN. As an example, the
IBN = DN is indicated by the labels “DN” in Figs. 3/B–D, the corre-
sponding connectivity matrices would have the size n × n = 12 × 12
presenting all pairwise connections between the ROIs with numbers:
4, 16, 18, 22, 31, 32, 37, 38, 42, 43, 44, and 45.

A SIBN reflects the structural connectivity within a single IBN; but
the TSBN includes, beyond structural connections within all 8 IBNs and
the hippocampus, additional connections between these IBNs and the
hippocampus. Since IBNs-of-interest cover most of the brain's cortex,
Table 3
Regions constituting structural intrinsic brain networks.

ROI Lobe Region IC°/IBN

1 L/F Middle frontal gyrus 06, vAN
2 L/F Dorsolateral PFC 33, dAN
3 L/F Supplementary motor cortex 33, dAN
4 L/F Medial PFC 38, aDN
5 L/F Middle frontal gyrus 40, lEN
6 L/F Superior frontal gyrus 40, lEN
7 L/F Precentral gyrus 43, SMN
8 R/F Middle frontal gyrus 06, vAN
9 R/F Dorsolateral PFC 33, dAN
10 R/F Frontal eye field 33, dAN
11 R/F Medial PFC 37, rEN
12 R/F Superior frontal gyrus 37, rEN
13 R/F Precentral gyrus 43, SMN
14 R/F Inferior frontal gyrus 06, vAN
15 R/F Ventrolateral PFC 37, rEN
16 R/F Medial PFC 38, aDN
17 R/F Middle frontal gyrus 40, lEN
18 M/F Medial PFC 38, aDN
19 M/F Precentral gyrus 43, SMN
20 M/F Anterior cingulate 42, pDN
21 L/T Inferior temporal gyrus 33, dAN
22 L/T Inferior temporal gyrus 38, aDN
23 L/T Middle temporal gyrus 40, lEN
24 R/T Inferior temporal gyrus 33, dAN
25 R/T Middle temporal gyrus 37, rEN
26 L/P Inferior parietal lobe 06, vAN
27 L/P Inferior parietal lobe 33, dAN
28 L/P Superior parietal lobe 33, dAN
29 L/P Inferior parietal lobe 37, rEN
30 L/P Inferior parietal lobe 40, lEN
31 L/P Inferior parietal lobe 42, pDN
32 L/P Posterior cingulate 42, pDN
33 R/P Inferior parietal lobe 06, vAN
34 R/P Inferior parietal lobe 33, dAN
35 R/P Superior parietal lobe 33, dAN
36 R/P Inferior parietal lobe 37, rEN
37 R/P Inferior parietal lobe 42, pDN
38 R/P Posterior cingulate 42, pDN
39 M/P Cingulate gyrus 06, vAN
40 L/O Visual area 1 08, pVN
41 R/O Visual area 1 08, pVN
42 L/T Anterior left hippocampus –

43 L/T Posterior left hippocampus –

44 R/T Anterior right hippocampus –

45 R/T Posterior right hippocampus –
a TSBNmay be interpreted as representative of the IBN-restricted corti-
cal connectome.
Statistical analysis: test statistic and multiplicity correction

Test statistic for univariate analysis
For detecting AD- or MCI-induced changes in a TSBN or SIBN, the

edges of the corresponding network are collected in samples. These
samples can be defined for a subject, samplesubject = {cAB| A = 1…
n − 1; B = A + 1…n}, or for a group of subjects, samplegroup =
{cAB(s)| s = 1…number of subjects; A = 1…n − 1; B = A + 1…n}.
Every sample determines a univariate frequency distribution for the
edges of a single network or for the edges of a group of networks.
See Figs. 4/A–C for examples of probability densities (PDF) and their
cumulative distributions (CDF) of group samples. In this presentation
the log10 transformation of cAB is applied, improving the resolution
along the horizontal axes of the plots.

To test for significant differences between pairs of such distributions
(disease-control comparison), we applied a procedure of Brunner and
Munzel (2000, 2002). This method is a generalization of the Wilcoxon
rank-sum test (restricted to shifted distributions) and is applicable to
x y z T k

39 42 33 13.0 216
−48 6 33 10.3 161
−27 −6 51 8.1 53
−6 54 18 28.9 4554

−45 42 −6 24.6 3977
−51 27 15 24.7 3977
−49 3 45 8.2 75

36 45 36 11.1 180
54 15 24 7.6 98
27 3 51 8.7 111
6 34 37 23.2 4228

42 33 30 23.6 4228
47 8 45 9.9 173
57 15 −3 11.9 248
37 52 −10 9.65 87
6 54 18 28.9 4554

51 30 30 11.4 120
0 48 27 28.7 4554
0 12 48 24.1 5002
0 39 9 9.47 85

−51 −60 −9 15.6 537
−63 −12 −15 8.9 135
−60 −44 −3 18.4 2379

51 −54 −9 19.9 914
66 −39 −3 12.5 2322

−63 −33 27 19.3 2338
−45 −36 48 19.6 1849
−21 −63 54 16.7 1849
−51 −54 51 13.9 450
−39 −60 42 18.6 2379
−39 −69 39 14.8 505
−6 −45 33 23.0 2857
60 −33 33 21.8 2005
39 −36 45 18.4 2067
51 −33 51 18.1 2067
54 −51 45 26.1 2322
45 −66 42 12.2 431
6 −54 21 30.9 2857
0 −48 51 13.2 1309

−12 −81 0 18.0 3081
6 −81 3 16.4 3081
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a pair of arbitrarily shaped distributions; ties and different sample sizes
are also admissible.

This procedure quantifies in our context whether the edges of one
sample have a tendency to be smaller than those in the comparative
sample, testing the Null hypothesis HB

0 (edge samples for disease
and healthy control are tendentiously equal) versus the alternative
hypothesis (disease reduces edges). Technically, a rank statistic TB is
calculated from the individual elements (edges) of the two samples
to compare, it is defined by

TB ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n1n2= n1 þ n2ð Þ

p
� R2−R1ð Þ=σB

where ni = size of sample i, i = 1,2; Ri = mean (combined-sample)
rank of individual edges from sample i, and σB

2 = rank based com-
bined variance (for an algorithm to calculate TB see (Neuhäuser and
Ruxton, 2009)). Permutation resampling is recommended (Neubert
and Brunner, 2006) to achieve HB

0-distributions of TB, for large
samples the HB

0-distribution can be approximated by the standard
Normal N(0,1). Brunner's method overcomes limitations of elder
methods, which are less flexible, see (Neuhäuser and Ruxton, 2009;
Rorden et al., 2007) for a comparison with standard methods such
as two-sample t-test. TB is not modified by a log10 transformation of
the sample elements, as their order remains unchanged.

To evaluate our statistical approach based on Brunner's procedure,
we performed a second analysis based on the two-sample Kolmogo-
rov–Smirnov (K–S) test (Conover, 1980). This test quantifies the dif-
ference of two samples by the maximum difference of their CDFs,
see Fig. 4. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test statistic is also not modified
by a log10 transformation (Press et al., 1992).

Both tests measure the tendency that elements in one sample are
smaller than the elements of the second sample. The K–S test relies on
the standard H0: CDFX = CDFY, where X and Y denote the random
variables of sample 1 and sample 2 (Conover, 1980). Note, that
Brunner's test applies a different HB

0 which involves the relative ef-
fect p, introduced by Mann and Whitney (1947). The relative effect
p is a functional of the two samples measuring the shifts of their ele-
ments (simplifying one might say, p plays for random samples a
similar role like e.g. the correlation coefficient for time series); it
is defined by p = Prob(X b Y) + 0.5 Prob(X = Y), in other words:
if one randomly selects X from sample 1 and Y from sample 2,
Prob(X b Y) denotes the probability that X b Y and Prob(X = Y) de-
notes the probability for X = Y. If p > 0.5 then the observations X
tend to be smaller than the Y's, for p b 0.5 vice versa, for p = 0.5
they are (stochastically) tendentiously equal. The larger |p − 0.5|,
the stronger the deviations between the samples or their distribu-
tions. The Null hypothesis for Brunner's test is HB

0: p = 0.5, one can
show that the standard H0 implies HB

0, but HB
0 is more general in-

cluding also the Behrens–Fisher problem. The test statistic TB can be
rewritten as TB ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

n1 þ n2
p

p−0:5ð Þ=σB (Brunner and Munzel, 2000,
2002).

Examples for the relative effect p, comparing two Bernoulli
PDFs, are presented in Fig. 4/D. The Bernoulli distributions B1(X)
(green color) and B2(Y) (red color) are defined for X,Y = {0 or 1}.
For p = 0.55/0.45 the corresponding distribution pairs are shown;
for the probabilities q1 = Prob(X = 1) and q2 = Prob(Y = 1), p
can be calculated analytically, p = 1/2 − 1/2 ∗ (q1 − q2), see the
diagonal line for all combinations of q1 and q2.

Multiple testing procedures
As the reduction of structural connectivity strengths in AD is test-

ed for several sample pairs, multiple pairwise comparisons must
be performed (Westfall and Young, 1993). Since connections within
a SIBN or TSBN might be correlated, we incorporated TB into a multi-
ple testing scheme with minimal assumptions, which concedes
correlations within samples (Westfall and Troendle, 2008). This sta-
tistical context was used to calculate raw and multiplicity adjusted
P-values (Praw, Pad) for the comparisons. Praw is the usual P-value of
a single test as described in the Test statistic for univariate analysis
section, for Praw ≤ α the “comparisonwise” type I error rate (false
positives) is controlled at significance level α e.g. α = 5%. Pad
includes by construction an adjustment to reduce false positives
caused by the multiplicity of all comparisons within the testing
family; for Pad ≤ α it controls the family wise error rate (FWER)

strongly at level α; that means: max
IpM

Prob V > 0 ∩
i∈I

H0i

����
�
≤α

	
, where

themaximum is taken for all configurations I p M, and for V = number
of false positives, M = {1…m} for m Null hypotheses in total, and H0i

denotes a specific Null hypothesis i (Bretz et al., 2011; Westfall and
Young, 1993). The simplest (often too conservative) strong FWER
adjustment is due to Bonferroni, with Pad = (number of tests) ∗ Praw,
indicating that the number of testing-hypotheses (|testing-family|) is
a critical parameter. As our number of hypotheses concerning struc-
tural connectivity is moderate (|testing-family| = 46, see the Design
of statistics section), FWER ismore convenient than e.g. themore liberal
false discovery rate (FDR), which could increase the number of signifi-
cant rejections, but also the risk of false positives. Thus, the design of
our structural analysis aims at the detection of connectivity effects
with strong statistical evidence.

Results

Functional connectivity of IBNs: selective disruptions in the default mode
network of patients

Fig. 1 presents spatial maps of independent components (ICs)
derived from ICA of rs-fMRI data (color maps show t-values from
one-sample t-tests). ICs reflect IBNs of interest (i.e. pDN, aDN, dAN,
vAN, lEN, rEN, SMN, and VN), which were identified by independent
raters (A.W., C.S.) with 100% inter-rater consistency. Furthermore,
identified IBNs match previous findings (e.g. Agosta et al., 2012;
Sorg et al., 2007). Group comparisons framed by ANOVA of spatial
IC maps reveal only for the pDN significant group differences in the
posterior parietal cortex. Post-hoc two-sample t-tests demonstrate
increasing reduction of network functional connectivity in patients
with MCI and AD compared with healthy controls in the posterior pa-
rietal cortex (Fig. 1/H; MCI b controls, p b 0.05 FDR adjusted; clusters
in the posterior cingulate cortex with [peak (−12,−54,33)/t-value
5.85/cluster size 136], the middle cingulate gyrus [(27,−6,33)/4.68/
43], and the middle occipital gyrus [(−27,−84,9)/4.66/44)]).

To evaluate the potential impact of atrophy on patients' intrinsic
functional connectivity changes within the pDN, we performed addi-
tional VBM analysis of structural MRI data. In line with previous stud-
ies (for brief review see Ewers et al., 2011), we found increasing
atrophy in medial and lateral temporoparietal areas of patients
(ANOVA, p b 0.05 FWE-corrected, data not shown). Atrophy was
not overlapping with disrupted functional connectivity within the
pDN. Furthermore, when including individual VBM-volumes of the
pDN as additional covariate in the ANOVA of pDN functional con-
nectivity, the observed pattern of reduced connectivity was not
changed. This independence of pDN connectivity changes on atrophy
indicates the functional nature of pDN connectivity alterations in
patients.

IBN based structural connectivity: connectivity matrices and correspond-
ing edge distributions of group samples

Figs. 2 and 3 present results of tractography and its combinationwith
IBN-ROIs to construct connectivity matrices of SIBNs (and TSBNs).
The quality of TEND tractography is exemplified in Figs. 2/A−C, where
fibers of the corpus callosum are presented. To calculate fiber connectiv-
ity, approximately 1.3 ∗ 106 white matter voxels (1 mm3) are used in



Fig. 1. Intrinsic brain networks and group comparisons. (A–G) Intrinsic brain networks (IBNs), collapsed over all groups: IBNs were derived from spatial maps of an independent
component analysis of resting-state fMRI data, the IBNs are used for the definition of seed regions for fiber tracking. Restricted to IBNs of interest, color maps indicate t-values from
one-sample t-tests on spatial maps of independent components including all participants (red to yellow 1.8 to 9.2), thresholded at p b 0.05, FDR-adjusted, and rendered on a stan-
dard brain in MNI space. For exact t-values of cluster peaks, cluster size, and regional labeling see Table 3. (A) refers to the posterior default mode network (peak (6/-54/21)),
(B) the anterior default mode network (−6/54/18), (C) a left-lateralized executive network (−51/27/15), (D) a right-lateralized executive network (54/−51/45), (E) a dorsal
attention network (51/−54/−9), (F) a ventral attention network (60/−33/33), and (G) the sensorimotor network (0/12/48). (H) group comparisons: Concerning comparisons
across subjects, for each IBN individual maps were entered into voxel-wise analysis of variance (ANOVA). Only maps of the posterior default mode network were significantly dif-
ferent across groups. Panel (H) shows voxels of the posterior default mode, for which patients with MCI had reduced within-network functional connectivity compared with
healthy controls (post-hoc two-sample t-test on spatial independent component map of the pDN, pFDR b 0.05, colors indicate t-values, red to yellow 1.7 to 6.9).
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every brain for brute force seeding. Fig. 2/D shows a subset of suchfibers
connecting IBN-ROIs of the DN. The pattern of tracks, which connect
the medial prefrontal cortex ROIs (numbers 4, 18 in Fig. 2/D) with the
posterior cingulate cortex (numbers 32, 38), is similar to findings of
Greicius et al. (2009). Fig. 3/A presents the spatial network of a TSBN,
see Table 3 for decoding the ROI numbers. In Figs. 3/B–D TSBN connec-
tivity matrices for a healthy, a MCI and an AD subject are presented;
the connections (edges of the corresponding structural networks) are
log10(cAB), where cAB = “connection probability”. Reductions of con-
nectivity strengths under disease are clearly visible.

Fig. 4 presents edge distributions of some empirical group sample
networks. For log10(cAB) we show the probability density (PDF) and cu-
mulative distribution (CDF) of control, MCI and AD groups for the SIBNs
of DN and dAN, and for the TSBN (Figs. 4/A–C). In all three panels a clear
tendency of reduction for the connection probability cAB for patients can
be observed. For the DN, connectivity of patients with MCI is less
reduced than that of patients with AD, for the dAN vice versa, for
TSBN patients with MCI and AD show nearly identical reductions.
Group–group comparisons: selective and progressive disruptions in the
structural connectivity of IBNs in Alzheimer's disease

(i) Scores of test statistic TB: In Fig. 5/A, blue points show Brunner's
test statistic TB quantifying the reduction of connectivity in
the patient sample compared to the control sample (one
sided testing was performed). The corresponding labeling at
the bottom line has to be interpreted in the following way:
e.g. in the case of the first column (TSBN, MCI), group sample
of TSBNs for MCI subjects is compared to group sample of
TSBNs for controls. For the approximate Null distribution
N(0,1), TB indicates partly stronger reductions for TSBNs than
for DNs and dAN, which may be an effect of its major sample
size (size-TSBN ~ 20.000, size-DN ~ 1.400, size-dAN ~ 800), as
testing power increases with sample size.

(ii) P-values: For HB
0, we calculated the TB distributions by

permutation-based resampling for 105 permutations and derived
corresponding raw P-values (Fig. 5/A, yellow points: Praw) for a



Fig. 2. Illustrating fiber tracking. Panel A), axial view of corpus callosum fibers calculated with TEND tractography, selected seed points from red line. Panel B), sagittal view of fibers
from panel A); red box indicates brute force seed points for fibers of panel C) shown also in sagittal view. Panel D), fibers (yellow) connecting the IBN-ROIs of the default mode
network (DN); ROI coloring and labeling is the same as the spatial total network shown in Fig. 3/A, see Table 3 for decoding.
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one sided antithesis (cAB values are changed to smaller values
by MCI or AD compared to the control). Praw values were then
adjusted for multiplicity by Westfall's method (red points: Pad).
Levels of significance, α = 5%, and of marginal significance,
α = 10%, for the P-values are indicated by horizontal lines. The
results indicate significant (5%) decreases of connectivity strength
for TSBN and DN of patients with AD and MCI as well as for the
dAN of patients with MCI. To check if simpler procedures can
cope with Brunner's/Westfall's method, Bonferroni adjusted
P-values based on (one sided) Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests (gray
points: Pad KS) were also calculated. Both adjusted P-values
agree qualitatively, however the connectivity reduction of
dAN/MCI patients is no more significant (5%) for Pad KS.
Subject–group comparisons: disrupted structural connectivity separates
MCI patients converting to AD dementia from non-converters

We repeated the procedure for the TSBNs in the Group–group
comparisons: selective and progressive disruptions in the structural
connectivity of IBNs in Alzheimer disease section with the modi-
fication that the patient group samples were replaced by samples of
individual MCI patients. In Fig. 5/B the results are shown for MCI con-
verters (MCI-c) and in Fig. 5/C for non-converters (MCI-nc). Patients
are labeled by numbers at the bottom line; coloring for TB, Praw, Pad
and Pad KS is the same in Fig. 5/A.

As in subject-based samples the collective variance component
caused by subject variation is missing, exchangeability with the
healthy control group sample, which is a necessary condition for
permutation resampling (Good, 2004), may be not fulfilled. Therefore
a further evaluation, based on N(0,1) and the standard Bonferroni
correction (|testing-family| = 46, see the Design of statistics section)
is performed, see Pad N(0,1) (green points). The two sets of adjusted
P-values are quite similar indicating a solid stability of our statistical
evaluation. The corresponding Pad KS values, agree qualitatively
with Pad like in the group–group comparisons, and the number of
significant and marginally significant reductions is again somewhat
smaller.

In Fig. 5/B we find 7 converters with Pad b 5% and 8 converters
with Pad b 10%; these correspond to a sensitivity of 0.54 and 0.62.
For the non-converters in Fig. 5/C we find for Pad > 5% 14 non-
converters and for Pad > 10% 13 non-converters; the corresponding
specificities are 0.93 and 0.87. Sensitivity and specificity are inter-
preted for a binary classification of the clinical MCI converters and
non-converters. As indicator for converters the significant reduction
of connectivity compared to a control group is applied.

Analysis with a second connectivity strength

A second connectivity strength was introduced in the
Tractography and connectivity strength section to control the model
dependence of our results. The reanalysis with this second measure
gives the following results: Very similar patterns of the distributions,
as shown in Fig. 4, are achieved for cAB = “connection density”. Also
the group–group and subject–group results, plotted in Fig. 5, are
reproduced with minor modifications.

Discussion

In line with our hypotheses, we found structural connectivity of
IBNs selectively and for DN progressively (increasing with severity)
disrupted in AD dementia and MCI with most significant changes
in the DN. This result extends previous DTI-findings of widespread
and progressive white matter disruptions in AD. Secondly, disrupted
structural connectivity corresponded with impaired functional
connectivity in the DN of patients. This correspondence suggests
that reduced functional connectivity of intrinsic networks can reflect
impaired structural connectivity in AD. Finally, at single subject level,
structural connectivity across nodes of all intrinsic networks was
reduced specifically in MCI patients, who converted to AD within
3 years. This last finding indicates the sensitivity of structural con-
nectivity for AD. To achieve these results, we introduced a novel
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Fig. 3. Structural connectivity, cAB = connection probability. Panel A presents the total spatial network (TSBN) in a 3 dimensional perspective. Panels B–D) present connectivity
matrices of log10(cAB) for the TSBN of a healthy (B), MCI (C) and AD (D) subject; ROI numbering is consistent in panels A–D), see Table 3 for anatomical decoding. The DN ROIs
in the connectivity matrices of panels B–D) are emphasized (left column), the lobes are separated on top of the matrices (red and FL = frontal lobe, green and TL = temporal
lobe, blue and PL = parietal lobe, black and OL = occipital lobe, H = hippocampus); connectivity strength increases with darkening of matrix-pixels, the three matrices are com-
parable due to convenient normalization.
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approach to analyze brain connectivity matrices by the use of non-
parametric statistical methods including procedures for multiple test-
ing. This approach relies basically on the mathematical possibility
to analyze univariate frequency distributions of network edges for
across-subject comparisons. In the following, we discuss these find-
ings in detail.

Disrupted structural connectivity of intrinsic functional brain networks
in AD

Selective and progressive impact of AD on IBN structural connectivity
In patients with AD dementia and MCI, we found selectively

(in TSBNs and in attention networks) and progressively in the DN
disrupted structural connectivity (Fig. 5/A). Results were indepen-
dent of age, gender, and education, since groups were not different
for these parameters (Table 1). Several previous DTI-studies in AD and
MCI support this result by demonstratingwidespread and progressively
aberrant structural connectivity in patients (for example Lo et al.,
2010; Shao et al., 2012; for review Sexton et al., 2011); since most of
these studies performed region-based approaches (e.g. whole brain
voxelwise comparisons for white matter properties such as fractional
anisotropy or brain atlas-based tractography approaches), these studies
were not able to provide direct evidence for structural connectivity
disruptions in IBNs. In contrast, the current study determined explicitly
IBNs by the use of independent rs-fMRI analysis (Fig. 1), which allowed
for explicit network-based findings.

Reduced connectivity strength was more prominent in the DN
than in attention networks (Fig. 5/A). Furthermore, disrupted connec-
tivity in the DN was more prominent in patients with AD than in
those with MCI, suggesting increasing alterations of DN structural
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Fig. 4. Group samples for different networks, cAB = connection probability. Panels A, B, and C show probability densities (PDF) and cumulative distributions (CDF) of log10(cAB) for
group samples of different networks (red: healthy control, green: MCI, blue: AD; cAB = 0 is mapped to cAB = 10−7). Panel A) refers to the default mode network (DN), panel B) to
the dorsal attention network (dAN) and panel C) to the total structural network TSBN. In all panels a clear tendency for lowering cAB values under disease can be observed. Panel D)
illustrates the relative effect p by the comparison of two Bernoulli distributions B1(X) (green) and B2(Y) (red) for p = 0.55 and p = 0.45; for tendency X smaller Y, p > 0.5, for X
larger Y, p b 0.5. The diagonal line gives the functional p = p(q1 − q2), where q1 = Prob(X = 1) and q2 = Prob(Y = 1).
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connectivity in AD (Fig. 5/A). Disrupted structural connectivity in
lateral frontoparietal attention networks was found in the dAN of
patients with MCI; structural connectivity reductions in the vAN of
patients with dementia did not (completely) survive corrections for
multiple comparisons (Fig. 5/A). This pattern of consistent changes
in the DN but less consistent ones in the lateral attention networks
is in line with other findings in patients with early AD, which are
based on brain modalities distinct from structural connectivity
(such as glucose metabolism or functional connectivity) (Fouquet
et al., 2009; Sorg et al., 2009). For example, recent fMRI studies
demonstrated impaired functional and effective connectivity in later-
al frontoparietal attention networks in MCI, prodromal and dementia
AD (Agosta et al., 2012; Li et al., in press; Neufang et al., 2011; Sorg
et al., 2007); but these functional changes are not perfectly consistent
across studies concerning time of onset and network specificity
(Agosta et al., 2012; Drzezga et al., 2011; Li et al., in press; Sorg
et al., 2007, 2009). In contrast to this inconsistency, fMRI studies in
persons at-risk for AD, with AD-MCI or AD dementia found robust
progressive disruptions of DN's functional connectivity (Drzezga
et al., 2011; Greicius et al., 2004; Mormino et al., 2011; Sorg et al.,
2007, 2009). It seems that the DN is more consistently altered in
early AD than lateral attention networks, in other words AD seems
to affect primarily the DN. How may be this specificity explained?
The DN has elevated levels of intrinsic activity compared with other
networks (Buckner et al., 2009); furthermore, increased levels of
intrinsic activity are related with an increased vulnerability for amy-
loid pathology (for brief review Sheline and Raichle, 2013); therefore,
it has been suggested that lifelong increased intrinsic activity pre-
disposes the DN for amyloid pathology, which in turn is the initiating
event in AD pathogenesis (amyloid cascade hypothesis of AD)
(Blennow et al., 2006). Our result of selective and progressive dis-
ruptions of DN structural connectivity strengthens this view of AD
(Buckner et al., 2009; Pievani et al., 2011). Future studies are needed
to analyze explicitly the link between structural connectivity changes
in intrinsic networks particularly the DN and the pattern of amyloid
pathology in patients.

Correspondence between disrupted functional and structural connectivity
in IBN

Additionally, we found selective and progressive functional con-
nectivity reductions in the DN (Fig. 1/H). This result (when restricted
to MCI patients) replicates a previous finding of our group in an inde-
pendent sample of patients (Sorg et al., 2007; for AD dementia, see
Agosta et al., 2012). Progressively reduced functional connectivity in
the DN perfectly corresponds with progressively reduced structural
connectivity in the DN (Figs. 1/H, 5/A). This correspondence of func-
tional and structural connectivity disruptions suggests that disrupted
functional connectivity can reflect, at least partly, impaired struc-
tural connectivity. Previous studies in healthy controls support this
interpretation by demonstrating partial correspondence between
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Fig. 5. Comparing structural connectivity for intrinsic networks (SIBN) and the total network (TSBN), cAB = connection probability. Panels A–C) present Brunner's test statistics TB
(blue), corresponding P-values for pair-wise comparisons and two lines which give the levels of significance α = 5% and of marginal significance α = 10%. Yellow points — Praw
values calculated by Brunner's method, red points — Pad calculated by Westfall's method applied to Praw, green points — Pad N(0,1) calculated by Brunner's Null distribution N(0,1)
and Bonferroni adjustment, gray points — Pad KS based on Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests with Bonferroni adjustment. Panel A) presents group–group comparisons of patients versus
healthy controls; labels at bottom line indicate the networks TSBN or SIBN and the patient group (MCI, AD) which are compared with the corresponding networks of the control
group. Panel B) presents results for subject–group comparisons of converting patients (MCI-c) versus healthy controls, the network is in all cases TSBN; numbers refer to individual
MCI-c patients converting to AD within 3 years. Panel C) presents results for non-converting patients (MCI-nc) versus healthy controls, else like B).
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structural and functional connectivity in IBNs (Hagmann et al., 2008;
Greicius et al., 2009; van den Heuvel et al., 2009). Furthermore, Zhou
et al. (2008) reported the tendency for correspondingly reduced
functional and structural connectivity between the hippocampus
and posterior parietal cortex in patients with AD dementia; both
areas are critical regions of the DN covered by our DN definition
(see Figs. 1 and 3). To explore whether observed DN functional
connectivity changes of asymptomatic persons at risk for AD are also
associated with structural connectivity changes or reflect “pure” func-
tional alterations, future studies are necessary.

Classification of clinical MCI converters and non-converters
Even at single subject level selected MCI patients had significantly

reduced connectivity strength for the total network TSBN. Clinically,
13 of a total of 28 MCI patients converted to AD within 3 years, see
Fig. 5/B; the 15 non-converters are presented in Fig. 5/C. Sensitivity
for converters equals 0.54 for significant Pad and 0.62 for marginally
significant Pad; specificity for non-converters is correspondingly
0.93 and 0.87. This is in line with previous results, where individual
AD-converters were successfully classified from healthy controls
due to changes in fiber-based metrics (Shao et al., 2012). These
results were achieved by non-inferential methods from information
theory, using as classifiers the support vector machine, the k-nearest
neighbor and naive Bayes.

To test dependence of our classification results on sample size, we
reduced the size of the control group samples by factors 1/2, 1/4 and
1/8 and recalculated sensitivity and specificity for Pad b 5% and b10%.
Both measures were nearly unchanged for different sample sizes, in-
dicating no essential loss of classification quality for smaller control
groups or less experimental expenditure. Also the ratios between
the numbers of significant (or marginally significant) group–group
differences and all group–group comparisons as shown in Fig. 5/A
were calculated. Interestingly, this ratio showed clear monotonous
reduction with decreased sample sizes. This indicates that for the
group–group comparisons data reduction is not admissible.

In summary we conclude, that fiber-based connectivity may allow
for identifying prodromal AD at single subject level; in other words,
total structural connectivity networks may have the potential for
an imaging-based biomarker separating early AD from healthy
aging. Concerning this last point, studies are necessary to explore
this biomarker potential, focusing on test–retest reliability of T1-,
DTI- and rs-fMRI-based metrics across time, analysis protocols, differ-
ent scanners or scanner elements. For healthy subjects Basset et al.
(2011) and Huang et al. (2012) found reproducibility for these MRI
modalities; but also studies for patients with MCI or early AD might
be helpful.

Methodological issues

Restrictions and univariate analysis
Our multimodal imaging protocol including diffusion, T1, and

resting-state functional MRI is of short scanning time due to potential
compliance problems of elder patients. This implies particularly for
the DWIs rather large voxel sizes to increase signal to noise ratios, as
measurement replications must be avoided; in addition only a moder-
ate number (n = 15) of diffusion gradients can be applied, though
connectivity could be increased by more gradients (Deligianni et al.,
2012). Distortion corrections are performed by application of the FSL
software, but residual distortions may still exist in the DWIs, which
are finally fitted to the standard tensor model (Basser and Jones,
2002). It was shown by an analysis without application of FSL that
strong distortions (caused by head motion and eddy currents) would
have a severe impact on the results shown in Fig. 5; e.g. if the distor-
tion correction is discarded in the DWIs of MCI and AD patients, no
group–group comparison of Fig. 5/A has adjusted P values below 5%.
On the other hand, it may be possible that more advanced distortion
corrections than that applied in FSL could reveal additional significant
differences.

All these present limitations restrict the accuracy of tractography:
crossing or branching fibers cannot be modeled by the standard
tensor model (see e.g. Hahn et al. (2013) for alternatives), big voxels
tend to linearize the fiber courses by averaging, low direction DWIs
and residual distortions may reduce connectivity. Due to these limita-
tions, we restrict our analysis of fiber based connectivity to univariate
edge distributions across nodes of the SIBNs or TSBNs. Edge distribu-
tions could be more robust against smaller fractions of wrong or miss-
ing connections than e.g. more differentiating network parameters,
like clustering coefficients or path lengths (Stam and Reijneveld,
2007).

Design of statistics
Such univariate edge distributions deviate strongly from Gaussian

distributions and need consequently a flexible nonparametric statis-
tics, like Brunner's test statistic. It was used together with a procedure
correcting for multiple testing, to achieve strong control for the
FWER. As family for the adjusted P-values in Figs. 5/A–C, we regard
all 46 group–group and subject–group comparisons together, in line
with criteria (i–iii) in Westfall and Young (1993, p.220): (i) The re-
search questions underlying different tests form a natural and coher-
ent unit, e.g. if they all result from a single experiment (note, that the
control group is involved in every test); (ii) tests have to be consid-
ered simultaneously for a summary; and (iii) it is considered a priori
probable that many or all members of the family of Null hypotheses
are in fact true. These conditions fit the tests presented in Fig. 5/A–C
if we regard the IBN-ROIs as given base for structural statistical
analysis. One might speculate, to include additional hypotheses
about e.g. the internal connections within the DN, or between DN
and other IBNs in this study. However, such extensions would enlarge
the testing-family and consequently all adjusted P-values. As our goal
was to find effects with strong evidence, we did not include more
hypotheses. The findings of this study are based on the Brunner's/
Westfall's approach (Brunner and Munzel, 2000; Westfall and
Troendle, 2008); a correspondent Kolmogorov–Smirnov/Bonferroni ap-
proach (Conover, 1980) gave similar results, however fewer significant
effects.

Measures of connectivity strength
As no best choice for a measure of connectivity strength is avail-

able, a particular dependence on a specific definition would restrict
the relevance of our findings. Therefore a reanalysis with a second
measure, namely cAB = “connection density”, was performed. We
got close consistency between both results. This independence on
the normalization of cAB might be understood by the distributions
in Figs. 4/A–C. Concerning PDFs, disease-induced changes appear to
be expressed predominantly by an increase of the cAB = 0 connec-
tions (mapped to 10−7 in Figs. 4/A–C); for the zero connections, how-
ever, normalization does not matter. The distribution patterns in
Figs. 4/A–C and the matrices in Figs. 3/B–D indicate additionally that
AD and MCI influence mainly the weak fiber connections by reducing
them to zero. In our study, we focused on tractography-scores in con-
trast to FA- or MD-scores, which are discussed in Sexton et al. (2011).
This focus is in line with Bozzali et al. (2011), who showed that
tractography-based scores appear to be more sensitive for AD's
effects than FA-scores; in their study, observed FA-differences lost
significance after multiplicity adjustment.

Conclusion

Current results provide evidence for selective and progressive
disruptions of IBNs' structural connectivity in AD, which correspond
with changes of IBN's functional connectivity. Applying a flexible
nonparametric statistic and a recent derivation of multiplicity
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adjusted P-values on edge distributions of structural connectivity
networks, our method detects disruptions with strong statistical evi-
dence and with high power. The method is applicable to any symmet-
ric weighted network.
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